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RAPEX EXTRACTION - 20 of September 2019 PRODUCT: Trampoline YEARS: 2014-2018 

CATEGORIES: Toys, Hobby/Sports Equipment’s, Childcare articles and children 

equipment’s OTHER FIELDS OF SEARCH: All  

RESULTS Category of toys: 2847 recalls – 10 trampolines Category of Hobby/Sports 

Equipments: 174 recalls – 0 trampolines Category of Childcare and children ́s 

equipaments: 365 recalls – 0 trampolines  

Year Week Type of alert Product user Alert number  

Alert  

Company submitted  

Category Product Brand by  

Name Type / number of model Batch number /  

Barcode OECD Portal Category Description Country  

of origin Counterfeit Risk type Technical defect Risk Measures adopted by notifying  

country  

Products were found and measures were taken also in  

recall page  

URL of Case  

2018 3 Products with  

serious risks  

Withdrawal of the product from the market  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ consumers_safety/safety_produc 

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A12/0064/18&lng =en 2018 3 Products 

with  

serious risks  

Consumer A12/0064/18 France Toys Trampoline Sixbros Sixjump CST 185/L1564 185/6FT 

TB 185/Blue/ON RKS-2015001 86000000 - Toys / Games Blue garden trampoline,  

Germany Injuries The product is not sufficiently stable and  

As a consequence, the trampoline might tip size 185 cm  

the safety information, instructions for  

over during use and the user does not have assembly and warnings are not adequate.  

the relevant information for a safe use of the product, leading to injuries. The product 
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does not comply with the requirements of the Toy Safety Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-14.  

Denmark, Finland  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ consumers_safety/safety_produc 

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A12/0037/18&lng =en 2018 3 Products 

with  

serious risks  

Consumer A12/0037/18 France Toys Trampoline Exit toys Exit twist Exit twist 366 green  

2015DS009-2 /  

86000000 - Toys / Games Trampoline with safety net. China Injuries The distance between 

two adjacent shock-  

Users do not have the necessary information  

Withdrawal of the product from the 12.91.12.01 3/3  

8718469464975  

absorbing pieces of material within the  

for a safe use of the product or could fall on  

market padding is too big and the safety  

the part that is not shock absorbent and be information and warnings are inadequate.  

injured. The product does not comply with the requirements of the Toy Safety Directive 

and the relevant European standard EN 71- 14.  

Withdrawal of the product from the market  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ consumers_safety/safety_produc 

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A12/0030/18&lng =en 2017 41 Products 

with  

other risk levels  

Consumer A12/0030/18 France Toys Trampoline Lifestyle  

LS-T185-PA6 Deluxe LS-T185-PA6 Product ID 10000 86000000 - Toys / Games Garden 

trampoline,  

Germany Injuries The product is not sufficiently stable and  

As a consequence, the trampoline might tip ProAktiv  

diameter 185 cm, with  

the safety information, instructions for  

over during use and the user does not have safety net.  

assembly and warnings are not adequate.  

the relevant information for a safe use of the product, leading to injuries. The product 

does not comply with the requirements of the Toy Safety Directive and the relevant 

European standard EN 71-14.  

Withdrawal of the product from the market  
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https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ consumers_safety/safety_produc 

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A11/0126/17&lng =en 2017 41 Products 

with  

other risk levels  

Consumer A11/0126/17 The  

Toys Trampoline Etan Hi-Flyer Hi-Flyer HF08C consisting  

8718226230461  

86000000 - Toys / Games Trampoline and safety net,  

China Injuries There is a gap between the mat and the Netherlan  

of: HF08 (trampoline)  

(Trampoline);  

packed in separate  

padding where children might slip through ds  

HF08SN (net)  

cardboard boxes.  

and hit the ground or get trapped. The product does not comply with the requirements of 

the Toy Safety Directive and the relevant European standard EN 71-14.  

Withdrawal of the product from the market  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ consumers_safety/safety_produc 

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A11/0125/17&lng =en 2017 34 Products 

with  

other risk levels  

Consumer A11/0125/17 The  

Toys Trampoline Jump Line  

1.) Trampolines, 2.)  

Item No. 731-0513  

EAN  

86000000 - Toys / Games Trampoline (1.), rectangular  

China Injuries There is a gap between the mat and the Netherlan  

Pro  

Exclusive Trampoline  

(Trampoline) Item No. 731-  

8710124125948  

290x175x80cm, and net (2.)  

padding where children might slip through ds  

(Vangnet)  

0514,  

(trampoline)  
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packed in separate  

and hit the ground or get trapped. The cardboard boxes.  

product does not comply with the requirements of the Toy Safety Directive and the 

relevant European standard EN 71-14.  

Ban on the marketing of the product and any accompanying measures  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ consumers_safety/safety_produc 

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A11/0114/17&lng =en 2017 30 Products 

with  

serious risks  

Consumer A11/0114/17 The  

Toys Trampoline Thys Toys Trampoline rechthoek 153  

KS0678 8717973725893 86000000 - Toys / Games Rectangular trampoline for  

China Injuries The tube to which the safety net is attached Netherlan  

x 215cm ('Rectangular  

domestic use, 215 cm x 153  

can detach easily: children might be injured ds  

trampoline 153 x 215cm')  

cm, with safety net, packed  

by protruding parts or jump over the net in cardboard boxes.  

accidentally if it comes loose. In addition, there is a gap between the mat and the padding 

where children might slip through and hit the ground or get trapped, and the leg of the 

trampoline may come loose. The product does not comply with the requirements of the 

Toy Safety Directive and the relevant European standard EN 71-14.  

Recall of the product from end users http://fitk  

raft.pl/ko munikat- trampolin y-3  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ consumers_safety/safety_produc 

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A12/0990/17&lng =en 2017 26 Products 

with  

other risk levels  

Consumer A12/0990/17 Poland Toys Trampoline Fitkraft 1) HOPPA 312 cm, 2)  

1) FTTRHSZ312AKD1;  

1) 86000000 - Toys / Games Trampoline. China Injuries The distance between mat and 

ground is newMASTER 305 cm  

FTTRHSZ312AKD2; Products  

5902533902514;  

insufficient due to incorrect elements affected were sold between  

5902533902521,  

connecting the legs and frame. During 17.01.2017 and 25.05.2017.,  
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2) intense bouncing, the mat may deflect and 2) FTKTTR305SZnM;  

5902533902866  

come into contact with the ground. Users Products affected were sold  

can consequently hit the ground. The between 17.01.2017 and  

product does not comply with the 25.05.2017.  

requirements of the Toy safety Directive and the relevant European standard EN 71-14.  

Consumer A11/0091/17 The  

Toys Trampoline Five Star  

Salta Luxe 153 cm x 214  

567A-14 ( TATR-0507) 8718868708670  

86000000 - Toys / Games Trampoline for domestic  

Hong  

Injuries The safety net is too low: children might  

Ban on the marketing of the product Netherlan  

H.K. /  

cm  

(trampoline),  

use, rectangular (153 cm x  

Kong  

jump over it accidentally and get injured. In  

and any accompanying measures ds  

Salta  

4897018415775  

214 cm ) with safety net,  

addition, there is a gap between the mat and Trampolin  

(net)  

packed in cardboard boxes.  

the padding where children might slip es  

through and hit the ground or get trapped, and the leg of the trampoline may come loose. 

The product does not comply with the  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ requirements of the Toy Safety Directive and  

consumers_safety/safety_produc the relevant European standard EN 71-14.  

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd uct&reference=A11/0091/17&lng =en  

Injuries 2017 25 Products with  

Consumer A11/0086/17 The  

Toys Trampoline WORLDS  

Junior Trampoline 75EJA01 5013138627594 86000000 - Toys / Games Small blue 

trampoline for  
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United  

The product lacks a padding covering the  

Ban on the marketing of the product other risk levels  

Netherlan  

APART  

children 3-6 years, with  

Kingdom  

elastic bands. As a consequence, a child  

and any accompanying measures ds  

elastic bands instead of  

using the trampoline might slip through the springs, packed in a  

opening between the mat and the frame and cardboard box.  

hit the ground or get trapped, suffering injuries. The product does not comply with  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ the requirements of the Toy Safety Directive  

consumers_safety/safety_produc and the relevant European standard EN 71-  

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd 14.  

uct&reference=A11/0086/17&lng =en 2017 17 Products with  

other risk levels  

Consumer A11/0071/17 The  

Toys Trampoline EXIT Bounzy Mini Trampoline Bounzy, Art. Nr 10.00.55.00 

8718469463008 86000000 - Toys / Games Mini trampoline (140 cm)  

China Injuries The safety net is too low. Children might  

Ban on the marketing of the product  

Denmark Netherlan  

packed in a cardboard box.  

consequently fall off the trampoline. The  

and any accompanying measures  

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ ds  

product does not comply with the  

consumers_safety/safety_produc requirements of the Toy Safety Directive and  

ts/rapex/alerts/?event=viewProd the relevant European standard EN 71-14.  

uct&reference=A11/0071/17&lng =en  


